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Let F be a free group of rank k with 2 < k < tu. Let n > 2 be a positive 
integer also. Let F, be the nth term in the lower central series of F and F’ the 
commutator subgroup of F. Then (F,, , F’) Q F, and the quotient group 
F,,/(F,, , F’) is abelian. The two main results are: 
(1) Fn/(Fn ,F’) zz T x A, 
where T is a finite abelian group and A is free abelian of countably infinite rank. 
(2) If n = 2, 3, or 4 and 2 < k < cc is arbitrary, or if n = 5 and 
k = 2, then F,/(F, , F’) is free abelian of countably infinite rank. 
I do not know whether F,/(F, , F’) is torsion free for arbitrary values of n. 
(I) DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let G be a group and a, b E G. Then (a, b) = a-W%& If S Z G, then 
gp(S) is the subgroup of G generated by S. If A, B C G, then (A, B) = 
gp((a,b)IaEA,bEB).IfA,B~G,then(A,B)~~ABand(A,B)(lG. 
G’ = (G, G) and G” = (G’)‘. The lower central series of G is defined 
inductively by: 
Gl = G 
G v+l = (Gv , (3 
Evidently, G, = G’. Moreover, 
Gl 3 G, 3 ... > G,, > ... 
and G, 4 G, n = I, 2, 3 ,... . The left-normed commutators (g, ,..., g,J 
in G are defined inductively by 
(‘%d = g1 
(g, ,...I &+,I = Kg1 ?..a1 &)3 &+,I 
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Let x1 < xp < ... < X, be an ordered basis for the free group .9 (r < CO). 
We may define a sequence of basis commutators in 9, c1 < ca < ... < 
c, < ... inductively as follows: 
(1) Ci E x. % , i = 1, 2 ,..., Y, are the basic commutators of weight one. 
(2) If the basic commutators of weight less than 1z are defined and 
ordered, then c = (ci , cj) is a basic commutator of weight n if wt(ci) + 
wt(cj) = IZ and ci > cj and whenever ci = (cS , c,), cj 2 ct . 
(3) The basic commutators of weight n are larger than those of weight 
less than n and are ordered arbitrarily among themselves. If G is a group 
with presentation Y/R, then by a basic commutator in G we shall mean 
the image of a basic commutator in 9. Let 9 be the variety of all groups, 
fl the variety of all abelian groups, GP the variety of all metabelian groups, 
and J, the variety of groups nilpotent of class at most c (i.e., G ~Jlr, if 
G Cfl = 1). If V is a nontrivial variety of groups, and 0 < Y < CO, then 
F,(V) is the free group of rank Y in the variety V. F,(V) is the free group 
of countably infinite rank in 9’. 
(II) THE PROBLEM 
LEMMA 1. A C A* and B C B* imply (A, B) < (A*, B*). 
Now let F = F,(V) with 1 < k < co. Let n > 1 be a positive integer also. 
Consider the group F,/(F, , F’). It is abelian since n > 2 implies F, < 
F2 = F’ which in turn yields 
(Fn)’ = (Fn > Fn) < (Fn , F’). 
The question we are attacking is: “What can we say about the structure 
of FJ(Fn , F’) ?” 
THEOREM I. There is an exact sequence 
1 ---f F, n F”/(Fn , F’) + F,/(F, , F’) $ (FiF”)n + 1. 
Proof. There is an exact sequence 
1 --f F”/(F, , F’) - F/(F, , F’) 5 F/F” ---f I. 
Let 
Then 
4 = P I (F/(Fn 3 F’))n . 
Ker($) = F,/(F, , F’) n F”/(F, , F’) 
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and 
Im($) = (F/F”), . Q.E.D. 
Our strategy will be to show that (F/F”), is free abelian of countably 
infinite rank and F, n F”/(F%, F’) is finitely generated. Moreover, for 
sufficiently small values of n, F, nF”/(F, , F’) will be shown to be free 
abelian. 
(III) THE GROUP (F/F”), 
Let a, < a2 < ... < ak be an ordered basis for F. Let cr < c2 < ... < 
C?TL < ‘.. be a fixed sequence of basic commutators for F with ci = ai, 
i = I, 2 ,..., K. The following may be found in [6, Theorem 36.33, p. 1071. 
THEOREM 2 (Magnus). In every free group F,(p) the left-normed basic 
commutators of weight 32 freely generate a free abelian subgroup of the derived 
group. 
COROLLARY 2.1. (F/F”), is free abelian of countably infinite rank. 
Proof. (F/F”)n < (F/F”)2 = F’IF”. So (F/F”)r, is free abelian. (F/F”),, 
contains all but finitely many left-normed basic commutators 
(%,I ?‘-a, a,,,)F” = cjF” 
inF/F” of weight 22 (e.g., (a, , at ,..., a,)F” is such). Therefore rank(F/F”), = 
x 0’ Q.E.D. 
(IV) THE GROUP F, n F”/(Fn, F’) 
The following may be found in [l, Theorems 11.2.2 and 11.2.4 pp. 169 
and 1751 and [4, Corollary 5.12, p. 3411. 
LEMMA 2. Let 9 = F,.(9) with r < co. Then sZ;n/9m+1 is free abehan 
with basis the basic commutators of weight m in 9/gm+l of rank given by the 
Witt formula 1 /m Cdint p(d) rmld where p is the Mobius function. 
The following may be found in [3]. 
THEOREM 3 (Hopf). Let G have presentation g/B and let G act trivially 
on Z. Then 
H,(G, Z) z 9 n %‘/(B?, 9). 
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In particular, if F-“/g’* is also a presentation of G, then 
22 n P/(3?, *) g $2” n (fl*)‘/(iX*, F*). 
COROLLARY 3.1 (Hopf). If G E F,(a) with r < 03, then 
Proof. Let F = F,(Y). Then G has presentation P/F’. 
FJS.. is free abelian of rank given by the Witt formula 
& c p(d) rZjd = r(r - 1)/2. 
dl2 
The following may be found in [I, Corollary 10.2.4, p. 1531. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. If G is a finitely generated nilpotent group, then every subgroup 
of G is J;niteZy generated. 
THEOREM 4. If G is a jinitely generated nilpotent group, then H,(G, Z) 
is jkitely generated. 
Proof. G E NC . Then G has presentation $19 where F = FT(9) with 
r < 00 and &+,,, < 9’. Therefore PC+z = (FC+r , S) < (9, 9). Hence, 
there is an epimorphism 
Thus, W n F/9c+z is finitely generated and so is its homomorphic image, 
.fA? n F/(9,9) E H,(G, Z). Q.E.D. 
The following may be found in [5, Theorem 1.6, p. 4981. 
THEOREM 5 (Moran). Let N = F,(J’J with 1 < r < co. Then with 
the exception of r = 2 and m = 4 when N,, is free abelian, N,, is free abelian 
if and only if m > c/2. 
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THEOREM 6. (1) F, n F”/(F,, , F’) is finitely generated. 
(2) If n = 2, 3, or 4 and 2 < k < co is arbitrary, or if n = 5 and 
k = 2, then F, n F”/(F, , F’) is free abelian. 
Proof. Let r = F’IF, . Then w < F/F,, s F,(Jlr,-,) is a finitely generated 
nilpotent group. Hence, 
H2(n, Z) z F, n F”/(I;n , F’) 
is finitely generated. This proves (1). Now r s N, where N = F&N,_,). 
Thus, by Moran’s theorem (Theorem 5) v is free abelian (of finite rank) 
if and only if 2 > (n - 1)/2 and 2 < k < 00 is arbitrary, or n - 1 = 4 
andk=2ifandonlyifn=2,3,or4and2,(k<coisarbitraryorn=5 
and k = 2. Thus, by Corollary 3.1, H.Jrr, Z) g F, n F”/(F, , F’) is free 
abelian in these cases. This proves (2). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.1. (1) F&F, , F’) z T x A, where T is a finite abelian 
group and A is free abelian of countably in$nite rank. 
(2) If n = 2, 3, or 4 and 2 < k < 00 is arbitrary, or if n = 5 and 
k = 2, then F,/(F, , F’) is free abelian of countably infinite rank. 
Proof. (F/F”)n is free abelian of countably infinite rank by Corollary 2.1. 
Thus, the exact sequence of Theorem 1 splits and 
F,/(F, , I;‘) g F, n F”/(F, , F’) x (F/F”), . 
F,nF”/(F,,F’)e T x B 
where T is a finite abelian group and B is free abelian of finite rank since 
F, nF”/(F, , F’) is finitely generated. Put A = B x (F/F”), . Then 
F,,/(F, , F’) z T x A 
where T is finite and A z F,(a). This p roves (1). Part (2) of the corollary 
is immediate from part (2) of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.2. F&F,, F’) ’ f zs ree abelian if and only if Hz(r, Z) is 
free abelian if and only if HZ(n, Z) is torsion free. 
(V) OTHER RESULTS 
The following may be found in [2]. 
LEMMA 4 (Universal Coefficient Formula). If G acts trivially on the abelian 
group a, then Hm(G, SI) 2 Hom(H,(G, Z), 98) @ Ext(HW1-l(G, Z), @). 
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THEOREM 7. If D is any divisible group with the property that 
Horn(&) D) z A, for every jinite abelian group A,, then F,J(Fn , F’) is 
free abelian if and only if H2(r, D) is divisible. 
Proof. Let H2(~, Z) g T @ @I=, Z where T is finite. Then H”(n, D) z 
Hom(H2(rr, Z), D) @ Ext(HI(rr, Z), D). But Ext(HI(z-, Z), D) = 0 since D 
is divisible. Therefore 
w”(r, D) z Hom(H2(x, Z), D) 
z Horn il’ 0 6 Z, D) 
i=l 
N Hom(T, D) 0 @ Hom(Z, D) - 
i=l 
Thus, F(v, D) is divisible if and only if T = 0 if and only if H2(r, Z) 
is torsion free. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 8. Let 9192 be any presentation of n-. Then F,/(F, , F’) is free 
abelian if and only if 92/(B, 9) is free abelian. 
Proof. W/(9, %) is abelian since 
9’ = (92, 92) < (97, %). 
There is an exact sequence 
1 + 92 l-l %‘/(@, %) - 92/(B, %) + 9%‘/%’ 3 1 
CA?%‘/%’ < %/%I is free abelian, and 
BY A %‘/(W, %) g Hz(r, Z) 
by Hopf’s theorem (Theorem 3). Thus 
3?/(9?, %) s H2(z-, Z) x SW’/% 
is free abelian if and only if 
F,I(F,, , F’) zx f&(v, Z) x W”‘)n 
is free abelian. Q.E.D. 
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Let C, be the set of basic commutators of weight Y in the sequence 
Cl < c2 < ... < c, < .... Let 
and put 
P = @nF,. 
COROLLARY 8.1. 
(1) a= Q/P. 
(2) P/(P, CD) isJiniteZy generated. 
(3) F,/(F,, ,F’) is free abelian if and only if P/(P, @) is free abelian. 
Proof. (2) follows from (1) since 
P/(P, CD) E H2(77, 2) x P@/@’ 
and 
P@ll@ ,< cp’ 
has finite rank. 
(3) follows from (1) by the theorem. Hence, we need only show (1). 
Q/P = @I@ n F, 
g @F,/F, . 
It will s&ice to show @F, = F’ since v = F’IF,, . @F, < F’ since @ is 
generated by basic commutators of weight at least 2 and n > 2. Now let 
x E F’. Then by P. Hall’s Basis Theorem [l, Theorem 11.2.4, p. 1751, 
[4, Theorem 5.13A, p. 3431, 
where 
x = aof’ . . . ay$y; . . . qy 
n-1 
kc+1 >..., c,> = (J c,; 
u=2 
~1~ ,..., (Ye E Z and y EF, are uniquely determined by x. 
Abelianizing, we obtain 
1 = (alF’)=l -9. (akF’)=k 
smce x, ck+i ,..., c, , y E F’. But a$“,..., a,F’ form a basis for F/F’. Thus 
q = ... = q = 0. 
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Therefore 
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Therefore 
Therefore 
@F,, = F’. Q.E.D. 
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